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I.
INTRODUCTION : ADOLESCENT LIFE AND FAILING SCHOOLS

Due to the widespread belief that schools and youth represent our na-
tion's future, schools remain at the center of "culture wars."' Political lead-
ers emphasize the role of education in cultural life and champion school
reform as central to the achievement of particular visions of humanity and
society. Indeed, every recent decade has brought significant attempts to
foster fundamental reform.2 As cultural trends change, each succeeding
generation develops its own criticisms, anxieties, and frustrations about the
purposes of education and the organization of schools.3

* Assistant Professor, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN. Ph.D. (Cultural
Psychology), University of Chicago, 1990; J.D., Columbia University School of Law, 1993. I
would like to thank the American Bar Association, Columbia University School of Law and
Indiana University for their financial aid, which facilitated my research. I am responsible
for the content and suggestions of this article.

1. See JAEs DAVISON HUNTER, CULTURE WARS: THE STRUGGLE To DEnE
A2mRiCA xii (1991) (arguing that education and schools are important battlegrounds on
which contemporary culture wars are being waged).

2. DAVID TYACK & LARRY CUBAN, TINKERING TOWARD UTOPIA: A CENRY OF
PUBLIC SCHOOL REFORM 1-11 (1995).

3. Thomas S. Popkewitz, Educational Reform: Rhetoric. Ritual and Social Interest, 38
EDUCATIONAL THEORY 77 (1988).
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Adolescent behavior has always differed from that of the mainstream
community and from parental mores. The peer group significantly shapes
the period of adolescence.4 In addition, just as previous broad social
changes accompanying urbanization and industrialization contributed to
the invention of adolescence,' recent developments contribute to its
reinvention. The mass media, the commercial marketplace, globalization,
and even new approaches to the study of adolescence currently contribute
to shaping the adolescent experience.6

Political responses to schooling fail to the extent that they ignore such
changing realities in adolescent behavior and attendant changes in stu-
dents' interests. Indeed, such responses exacerbate the problems facing
youth and the failure of schools that these responses attempt to address.
There are several elements to the link between school failure and the fail-
ure to consider students' interests and experiences in formulating ap-
proaches to education. First, in the educational environment, students
confront cultural and political issues as they confront their own journeys
through adolescence. Students experience profound changes in their own
emotional, physiological, and biochemical systems and behavior while also
developing their cognitive faculties.7 Second, adolescents remain the most
politically unrepresented group. They do not possess the right to vote and
directly influence political processes that affect schooling, and are arguably
also the group with the least readily enforceable legal rights.8 Lacking for-
mally recognized legal rights, adolescents are unable to influence curricular

4. JOHN COTTERELL, SOCIAL NETWORKS AND SOCIAL INFLUENCES IN ADOLESCENCE
1-18, 23-46 (1996).

5. Frank A. Fasick, On the "Invention" of Adolescence, 14 J. OF EARLY ADOLESCENCE
6 (1994).

6. See, e.g., David A. Hamburg, Meeting the Essential Requirements for Healthy Ado-
lescent Development in a Transforming World, in PREPARING ADOLESCENTS FOR THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: CHALLENGES FACING EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES 1, 1-8
(Rubi Takanishi & David A. Hamburg eds., 1997) (providing an evolutionary perspective
and discussing the current challenges faced by contemporary adolescents).

7. For a survey of changes, see JOHN W. SANTROCK, ADOLESCENCE 23-30 (1996) (dis-
cussing the nature of adolescent development).

8. See, e.g., Roger J.R. Levesque, The Internationalization of Children's Human Rights:
Too Radical for American Adolescents?, 9 CONN. J. Itrr'L L. 237, 239 (1994) (noting that
even the United States, arguably the most rights-conscious nation in the world, has failed to
recognize adolescents' rights); see also Homer H. Clarke, Jr., Children and the Constitution,
1992 U. ILL. L. REv. 1, 1-4 (1992) (noting the Constitution's silence on the subject of chil-
dren's rights, but noting that state and federal statutes, as well as common-law doctrines,
affect the rights of adolescents). Courts have begun to recognize children's rights in a
number of contexts. Although the holdings have been narrow, the legal theories underlying
the holdings are significant. See, e.g., Susan C. Lonowski, Recognizing the Right of Terni-
nally-Ill Mature Minors to Refuse Life-Sustaining Medical Treatment. The Need for Legisla-
tive Guidelines to Give Full Effect to Minors' Expanded Rights, 34 U. LOUISVILLE J. OF FANI.
L. 421 (1995-96) (noting that some courts are beginning to recognize that, under certain
circumstances, terminally-ill children have the right to exercise an adult right to bodily self-
determination and to refuse life-sustaining medical treatment); Janine P. Felsman, Elininat-
ing Parental Consent and Notification for Adolescent HIV Testing: A Legitimate Statutory
Response to the AIDS Epidemic, 5 J.L. & POL'Y 339 (1996) (discussing some state statutes
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1998] POLITICS OF SCHOOLING AND ADOLESCENT LIFE 637

decisions and the structure of schools.9 Third, in addition to not having a
formal legal voice, students do not have even an informal voice in efforts to
improve their own educations. Discussions of reform deliberately or un-
wittingly exclude youth.10 From the perspective of adolescents, the prob-
lem aptly may be described as schools failing their students. Yet,
commentators continue to view schools as failing our society, youths' par-
ents, the economy, or our political system." Defining school failure as a
social failure, rather than as a failure for adolescents themselves, commen-
tators champion reform efforts that increase community input, especially
that of parents.' 2 The politics of schooling ensure that adolescents are not

that authorize teenagers to independently consent to HIV testing); Rachel M. Dufault,
Bone Marrow Donations By Children: Rethinking the Legal Framework in Light of Curran
v. Bosze, 24 CoNm,. L. Rev. 211 (1991) (discussing whether to honor petitions, brought on
behalf of children, asking that they be allowed to serve as tissue or organ donors for ailing
siblings).

9. Adolescents remain unable to effect broad reform, as exemplified by the difficulties
encountered by attempts to address the denial of education due to sexual harassment. See
Jeff Homer, A Student's Right to Protection From Wiolence and Sexual Abuse in the School
Environment, 36 S. TEx. L. REv. 45, 56 (1995) (concluding that students are unlikely to
recover damages from the school for actions against a student perpetrated by an employee
or student, and that recovery is even less likely if the sexual harassment involves only stu-
dents). On teacher-on-student sexual harassment, see John W. Barkowski & Alexander E.
Dreier, The 1997-98 Term of the United States Supreme Court and its Impact on Public
Schools, 129 EDuc. L. REP. 887 (1998) (discussing Gebser v. Lago Vista Individual School
District, 524 U.S. 274 (1998), holding that unless a school district official with authority to
institute corrective measures had actual notice of the harassment and failed to respond ade-
quately, the school district is not liable). On student-to-student sexual harassment, see
George M. Rowley, Liability for Student-to-Student Sexual Harassment Under Title IX in
Light of Davis v. Monroe County Board of Education, 1999 B.Y.U. EDUC. & .J. 137 (1999)
(arguing that the Title IX road to holding educational institutions liable for peer sexual
harassment seems to be closed). For a discussion of student recovery under §1983, see
Monica L. Hof, Roadblock- The Fifth Circuit Further Insulates Public School Systems from
§1983 Liability, 43 Loy. L. Rnv. 649 (1998) (arguing that the trend of the Supreme Court
and the Fifth Circuit is to block supervisory liability, which is the only hope for §1983 recov-
ery by public school students assaulted in or around the school).

10. Walter C. Parker, "Advanced" Ideas about Democracy: Toward a Pluralist Concep-
tion of Citizen Education, 98 TEAcHERs COLLEGE REcoRD 104, 120 (1996) (stating that
"[t]he discussions I have in mind involve teachers, principles, curriculum coordinators and
parents who are wondering whether it wold [sic] be worthwhile and what it might mean, to
educate students for democratic citizenship") Michael A. Rebell & Robert L Hughes,
Schools, Communities and the Courts: A Dialogic Approach to Education Reform, 14 YALE
L. & PoL'Y REv. 99, 114-136 (1996) (proposing a "dialogic model" that seeks to unite all
relevant stakeholders in the processes of discussion, deliberation and reevaluation of funda-
mental policies and values, yet which largely ignores student voices).

11. Broad social concerns, particularly the nation's economic future and crime rates,
currently fuel reforms. See generally, Michael Heise, Goals 2000: Educate America Act: The
Federalization and Legalization of Educational Policy, 63 FORDHt I. RFv. 345 (1994)
(arguing that declines in student achievement levels led to the federalization of educational
policy).

12. Critics charge that "local school reform does not empower those who have the
most important stake in improving education-the parents." John M. Evans, Let Our Par-
ents Run: Removing the Judicial Barriers for Parental Governance of Local Schools, 19 HAs-
TINGS CONsr. L.Q. 963, 964 (1992) (emphasis added). Several argue that states should only
rarely be able to justify overriding parents' educational authority: Stephen G. Gilles, On
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directly involved in determining their roles in their own educational
experiences.

Commentaries on law and educational policy-making reflect the fail-
ure to include youth's interests in attempts to address the continued failure
of schools.' 3 Even more problematic, legal commentaries that discuss edu-
cational equality and opportunity ignore the rights of individual youth;
those concerned with legal change focus more, for example, on class, 14 gen-
der' 5 and racial equality.' 6 The plight of adolescents is considered only as
it relates to other groups-especially the poor, women, and racial minori-
ties. While commentators have developed strategies for meeting the needs
of adolescents who are also disadvantaged, they have ignored the needs of
adolescents as a whole.

This review explores the need for increased inclusion of youth in edu-
cational reform efforts. The investigation necessarily rests on the valuable
contribution of those who champion a need for educational policies that
better reflect the demands of democratic societies. Although numerous

Educating Children: A Parentalist Manifesto, 63 U. CHi. L. REv. 937, 938-944 (1996); Ste-
phen Arons & Charles Lawrence III, The Manipulation of Consciousness: A First Amend-
ment Critique of Schooling, 15 HARv. C.R.-C.L. L. REv. 309 (1980).

13. Suzanna Sherry, Responsible Republicanism: Educating for Citizenship, 62 U. CfInc.
L. REv. 131, 182-194 (1995).

14. A considerable number of commentaries examine, for example, the plight of immi-
grant and homeless children. See, e.g., Lora L. Grandrath, Illegal Immigrants and Public
Education: Is There a Right to the 3 R's?, 30 VAL U.L. REv. 749 (1996) (proposing model
federal and state statutes enabling states to block access to public education for the children
of undocumented immigrants); George E. Pawlas, Homeless Children: Are They Being Pre-
pared for the Future?, 61 EDuc. FORUM 18 (1996) (encouraging programs for homeless chil-
dren within the public schools); Sonja Diaz-Granados, How Can We Take Away A Right
That We Have Never Protected: Public Education And Immigrant Children, 9 GEo. IMMIO.
L.J. 827 (1995) (examining the extent to which the children of immigrants have educational
rights and how those rights are being protected); Evan S. Stolove, Pursuing the Educational
Rights of Homeless Children: An Overview for Advocates, 53 MD. L. REv. 1344 (1994) (ex-
ploring the effect on homeless children when they are denied admittance to public schools);
James H. Stronge & Virginia M. Helm, Legal Barriers to the Education of Homeless Chil-
dren and Youth: Residency and Guardianship Issues, 20 J.L. & EDuC. 201 (1991) (seeking to
ascertain the impact of residency and guardianship requirements on the provision of educa-
tional opportunities to homeless children and youths).

15. The most recent investigations examine issues of sexual harassment that operate to
deny educational choices to girls and boys of homosexual orientation. See supra, note 9; see
also, Kelli Kristine Armstrong, The Silent Minority within a Minority: Focusing on the Needs
of Gay Youth in Our Schools, 24 GOLDEN GATE UNIV. L. REv. 67 (1994) (examining the
education system's attempts to address the problems gay and lesbian teens face and the
responses of organizations and politicians to teen homosexuality).

16. See generally, Denise C. Morgan, What is Left to Argue in Desegregation Law? The
Right to Minimally Adequate Education, 8 HARV. BLACKLETrER J. 99 (1991) (arguing for
the existence of a constitutionally-protected property right in minimally adequate
education).
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books now urge that schools become more democratic' 7 this essay advo-
cates what I call the "participatory model" of education and examines the
need to take adolescents' interests and rights more seriously. Responsible
democracies provide individuals and communities with meaningful oppor-
tunities to participate in matters that affect them. In terms of preparing
students for the fulfillment of their responsibilities and the enjoyment of
their rights as citizens, the participatory models has four significant
strengths. First, the model addresses society's failure to include all its mem-
bers in determining the nature and purpose for education. Second, the
model addresses pressing political needs, stressing the need to acquaint
youth with cultural diversity and to help them recognize and adjust to rapid
social change. The model strives to ensure that no group remains at the
periphery and attempts to meet each group's needs.18 Third, the model
reflects an active image of democracy, in which people participate directly
rather than through elected representatives. Fourth, the model has increas-
ingly gained empirical support from research showing both why people
obey the law" and how people in pluralistic societies achieve tolerance.2 0

In brief, the participatory model is motivated by a commitment to demo-
cratic processes and the belief that schools serve an important democratic
purpose.

17. See e.g., DAVID T. SEHR, EDUCATION FOR PUBLiC D~mocRAc'v (1997) (seeking to
re-examine schools through the "lens" of public democracy and to help democratic educa-
tors use that lens to recreate American education) ; JOHN I. GOODLAD, IN PRAISE OF EDu-
CATION (1997) (arguing that the proper context for education is a politically and socially
democratic one); DEmOCRACY, EDUCATION AND THE SCHOOLS (Roger Soder ed., 1996)
(addressing fundamental questions of democracy, education, the schools and the interrela-
tionship among the three); WALTER R. PARKER EDUCATING THE DEfocRxtIc MIND
(1996) (developing the idea, in a collection of essays, that deliberate education towards
democracy is essential to a functioning polity); THoMAs J. LAsLEY H, TEACHING PEACE:
TowARD CULTURAL SELFLEssNEss (1994) (encouraging an approach to education that pro-
motes a selfless disposition and extra-centered habits in young people); JESSE GOODMAN,
]E _.ENTARY SCHOOLING FOR CRITICAL DFmiocRAcy (1992); AMY GUTMANN, Dm-tO-
CRAric EDUCATION (1987) (advocating democratic education as a political as well as an
educational ideal) [hereinafter GUtmriri', DEMocrATic EDUCATION].

18. Commentators who research how current schools silence the voices of those who
differ report that programs fail because they ask students "to dislike themselves and their
own culture. The staff preach the virtues of upward mobility, trying to create an environ-
ment where that might occur. At the same time, however, they are asking their students to
reject their social origins and to replace them with something 'better,' that is, to implicitly
view themselves and those they love as deficient." Brain A. Hamovitch, Socialization with-
out Voice: An Ideology of Hope for At-Risk Students, 98 TEACHERS COLLEGIE REcoiRD 286,
302-03 (1996).

19. See ToM R. TYLER, WHY PEOPLE OBEY THE LAW (1990) (finding, based on a sur-
vey of nearly 1,600 people, that views of the fairness of legal procedures, defined largely by
opportunities to participate in the process, were central to the formation of beliefs concern-
ing the legitimacy of the legal system).

20. See W. PAUL VOGT, TOLERANCE & EDUCATION: LEARNING To LivE wrH DIVER-
srrY AND DFFERENCE (1997) (examining how tolerance is learned in schools and colleges in
order to design curricula for teaching tolerance).
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In Part II of this review, I highlight Kenneth Howe's recent efforts to
rethink the role of schooling in democracies that have become increasingly
heterogeneous. While Howe takes the first step by acknowledging that
schools need to adopt a more participatory approach to schooling, his per-
spective is still too much that of an educator, and he fails to take adequate
account of the needs of youth. Part III discusses Ira Shor's and Sheldon
Berman's attempts to build upon the participatory model suggested by
Howe, and to demonstrate ways in which schools fail both society and their
students because they do not prepare students adequately for democratic
participation. While Shor's work takes us part of the way towards the sort
of participatory model for education that I advocate here, Berman's work
improves upon Shor by conceiving a classroom environment that supports
students in developing their senses of the responsibilities of democratic
participation.

Part IV addresses the extent to which legal obstacles may hamper ef-
forts to recognize adolescents' peculiar interests. While the Supreme Court
took positions in the 1950s and 1960s that indicated a general receptivity
for the participatory approach to education,2 ' in subsequent decisions, the
Court has made it clear that it regards the interests of the state and of
parents as outweighing those of children and students.22 Because the law
does not adequately recognize the rights of youth, legal decisions have
failed to consider contemporary theory on educational reform in rendering
decisions that determine the nature of youth's educational experiences.

II.
SCHOOLING AND RESPONSIBLE DEMOCRACIES

Kenneth R. Howe's recent work illustrates the need to consider a
more participatory model for schooling?23 Howe's analyses highlight the
need for greater inclusion of students in the politics of schooling and indi-
cate ways in which different educational policies can become more inclu-
sive if they take basic democratic principles seriously. In order to do so,
Howe recommends a "radical liberal framework ' 24 that centers on partici-
pation. Implicit in Howe's approach is the assumption that current uncer-
tainties and confusions that surround education can only be understood
and addressed by confronting questions about the society education helps
to sustain. Difficulties now facing education will not be resolved by intro-
ducing still more policies for improving the technical expertise of teachers,

21. See infra, text accompanying notes 84-89.
22. See infra, text accompanying notes 92-101.
23. KENNETH R. HOWE, UNDERSTANDING EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY: SO-

CIAL JUSTICE, DEMOCRACY AND SCHOOLING (1997).
24. Id. at 15-33.
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raising standards, or increasing the economic effectiveness of schools. In-
stead, educators must address fundamental moral and political questions
about the role of education in creating a desirable society.

Howe offers a theory of equality of educational opportunity grounded
in participation. Howe contends that educational opportunity must mean
that society provides mechanisms to provide students with educational set-
tings that are tailored to the needs of different groups of students Z More
controversially, Howe suggests that the needs, interests, and perspectives of
all groups be considered in determining what educational opportunities are
desirable. He concludes that "genuine equality of educational opportunity
can frequently be achieved only by including the voices of groups who have
historically been excluded in negotiating what educational opportunities
have worth."26 Unlike traditional approaches to equality that merely seek
to provide equal access to certain educational services, Howe's approach
considers matters of equality when determining what ought to be included
in educational curricula.

Howe develops his argument in the context of current educational
controversies. Howe's concern with multicultural education exemplifies his
approach.27 Howe frames the issue in terms of the manner in which cur-
rent educational structures impose important costs on those who want to
achieve academic success. These costs include, most notably, changes in
one's identity and alienation from one's cultural group. Howe would have
society move toward a participatory model that would develop educational
ideals that are sufficiently open to cultural differences to avoid
oppression. 8

Howe rejects the postmodernist view that we must abandon universal
educational ideals because they are inherently hegemonic and oppressive 2 9

He also rejects the more common assimilationist view that adopts one stan-
dard for all children. 0 Illustrative of Howe's model is his discussion of two
related debates regarding testing. The first debate regards the effects of
testing on the distribution of educational opportunities. Howe believes
that attempts to eliminate predictive bias in testing, the central aim of those
who aim to assure educational opportunity for all, are misguided, because
they fail to identify what it is tests really ought to measure. 1 His solution

25. Id. at 26-27. Howe is thinking of groups of students distinguished by special needs,
e.g., students who need bilingual education or special education.

26. Id. at 27.
27. Id. at 53-77.
28. See iU. at 53 (providing quotations from Mexican-American, American Indian, and

Puerto Rican students who remark on the difficulties of maintaining their cultural identities
while participating in an educational system often viewed by members of minority groups as
inculcating students into the majority culture and majority value system).

29. Id. at 59-65.
30. Id. at 54-59.
31. Id. at 93-100. Charges of predictive bias tend to arise when an identifiable group

underperforms on a test relative to other groups. Howe distinguishes two main conceptions
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is to eliminate what he calls "criterion bias." While predictive bias assumes
that a given criterion of performance is legitimate and assesses whether
group promise is accurately assessed according to that criterion, criterion
bias measures whether the criterion itself is biased against groups in terms
of characteristics internal to the test.3 Howe argues that the potential for
criterion bias can be reduced if questions concerning curriculum are ad-
dressed in a democratic fashion. Howe thus provides an innovative solu-
tion to the problem of standardized testing by focusing not on the tests but
on education and preparation.33 The second debate concerns the recent
reform proposals, particularly A Nation at Risk34 and America 2000.35

Howe argues that these reform efforts are likely to fail because they focus
on the traditional curriculum,36 rather than seeking to renegotiate educa-
tional aims, pedagogical practices, and curricular content in order to orient
education towards preparing students for participation as citizens in a dem-
ocratic society. Howe instead argues for a balanced approach to education
grounded in democratic principles.37 Drawing on Amy Gutmann's influen-
tial work on the role of education in a democratic society,38 Howe suggests
that democracy requires respect for, not merely tolerance of, cultural dif-
ference, and that democracy also requires a principle of nonoppression;
people must not only be allowed to make claims, but democracy must en-
sure that their claims have real authority.39 Simply stated, Howe proposes
that groups must be taken seriously, and that their needs determine the
nature of society's needs.

Howe adopts a similar approach with respect to a number of issues.
He evaluates numerous arguments in favor of school choice, including
those based in parental autonomy, market, communitarian and pragmatic

of predictive bias. External conceptions construe the problem of bias in terms of how well a
test predicts the real-world performance it is trying to measure. Internal conceptions con-
strue the problem in terms of characteristics internal to the test. Id. at 94.

32. Id. at 95.
33. Id. at 106-108.
34. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, NATIONAL COMMISSION ON EXCEL-

LENCE IN EDUCATION, A NATION AT RISK: THE IMPERATIVE FOR EDUCATIONAL REFORM:
A REPORT TO THE NATION AND THE SECRETARY OF EDUCATION (1983).

35. AMERICA 2000: AN EDUCATION STRATEGY: SOURCEBOOK (1991).
36. Id. at 100-105. E.D. Hirsch's work is exemplary of more traditional approaches to

educational reform which focus on curricular reform. According to Hirsch, in order to con-
tribute to the production of a cohesive democratic society, schools must emphasize a spe-
cific content: that is the names, dates, places, maxims, etc., that constitute mainstream
cultural knowledge. The dissemination of that basic knowledge ensures that individuals
share common understandings and can communicate with one another. Hirsch does not
argue that non-mainstream cultures or languages are inferior in some fundamental sense.
Rather, he proposes that it is in the best interests of those from disadvantaged positions to
master the knowledge associated with success in U.S. society as it presently exists. Hirsch's
views on education can be found in E.D. HIRSCH, THE SCHOOLS WE NEED AND WHY WE
DON'T GET THEM (1996), and E.D. HIRSCH, CULTURAL LITERACY (1988).

37. Id. at 65-66.
38. GUTMANN, DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION, supra note 17.
39. Id. at 66-70.
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concerns. Howe rejects these arguments, however, arguing that advocates
of school choice employ an impoverished conception of democracy, rely on
suspect and distorted empirical claims, wrongly identify markets with de-
mocracy, ignore the problems with construing education as a private rather
than public good, and ignore the implications for equality of educational
opportunity. He concludes that school choice undermines the traditional
democratic and egalitarian goals of the public schools. 40 On the subject of
gender equality, Howe cites feminist theorists and advocates that educators
adopt the participatory conception of equality and educational opportunity
espoused by such theorists.41 On the subject of segregation, the author dis-
cusses tracking, gifted education and special education, but he rejects argu-
ments that segregationist policies serve the interests of all students and the
interests of society overall. He instead champions inclusive policies, which
comport with new research about the benefits of such policies. 42

Howe's participatory model focuses on the group and the need to re-
spect group identity.43 Howe persistently objects that the differential treat-
ment of students must be rooted in equal respect for differing views on
students' needs, interests and capabilities." Different groups should be
able to express themselves in public institutions without shedding their dis-
tinct identities or suffering disadvantage because of them.4 s Although
Howe focuses on difference, he does not does abandon universal goals; but
he argues that those goals should be open to a process of negotiation.

Although Howe makes invaluable contributions to the process of edu-
cation reform, his failure to consider the needs of youth exemplifies the
ways in which commentators continue to view schools as failing society,
rather than as failing students. Although Howe's text does contain exam-
ples of how schools can better address students' needs,46 his own failure to
consider students' needs renders his reform proposals incomplete. Taking
participatory models seriously must mean that deliberations on education
reform must include the voices of those who have most at stake, the youth
being educated.

40. Id. at 109-127.
41. Id. at 34-52.
42. Id. at 125-126.
43. Id. at 31-32.
44. Id.
45. Id. at 32.
46. For example, in his discussion of school segregation in the form of tracking, Howe

correctly notes that the participatory ideal requires that as students age and mature, they
should be allowed to forego uniform curricular requirements and to exercise increasing dis-
cretion. Id. at 84.
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III.
EXPANDING VISIONS OF DEMOCRACY AND SCHOOLING

The works of two recent commentators explore why schools fail stu-
dents and democracies. Ira Shor tackles the first issue,47 while Sheldon
Berman, who illustrates how students become responsible citizens, ad-
dresses the latter.48 Shor identifies two major deficiencies in America's
schools that lead schools to resist change and cause their students to be-
come disaffected. The first deficiency involves the limits currently placed
on curricula. The other involves the one-way transmission of rules and
knowledge from teacher to students. 49 Students' responses to these defi-
ciencies include apathy and resistance to their teachers' authority. Schools'
resistance to change and students' resistance to their instructors combine to
discourage the students' development of their independent interests. Stu-
dents thus sabotage themselves and this contributes to the cycle of school
failure.

Shor's solution involves "critical dialogue,"50 aimed at motivating in-
quiry and learning that surpasses traditional "teacher talk" by focusing on
joint student-teacher participation." Critical dialogue capitalizes on stu-
dents' capacities as motivated learners, encouraging them to "take part in
making meaning, articulating purposes, carrying out plans, and evaluating
results."52 Participatory pedagogies negotiate authority in class, focus on
student experience, and ensure critical thought. 3

In Shor's dialogic approach to classes, teachers are to engage in prob-
lem-posing and guide students through topics that the teachers link to the
students' life experiences. Schools thus situate academic themes within rel-
evant contexts of personal affect and perception 54 and introduce materials
in a manner that enables the students to apply them directly to their own
experiences of society, politics and community." Shor emphasizes that a

47. IRA SHOR, EMPOWERING EDUCATION: CRITICAL TEACHING FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
(1992) [hereinafter SHOR, EMPOWERING EDUCATION]

48. SHELDON BERMAN, CHILDREN'S SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (1997) [hereinafter BERMAN, CHILDREN'S SOCIAL
CONSCIOUSNESS].

49. SHOR, EMPOWERING EDUCATION, supra note 47, at 31-37.
50. See generally, id. at 85-111 (outlining the basic precepts of critical dialogue as "a

student-centered, teacher-directed process" involving discussion developed by the teacher
in cooperation with the students).

51. Id. at 17-20.
52. Id. at 18.
53. Id. at 21.
54. See generally, id. at 60-73 (suggesting that a student-centered approach should be

used as the point of departure for education).
55. See id. at 179-181 (applauding educators who have had students make community

murals devoted to groups often ignored in history classes); id. at 181-82 (embracing attempts
to have students rethink their everyday activities and the consequences of those activities
for life in another country, such as thinking of breakfast foods and their connection to the
economies of developing nations).
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process that allows students to participate in a dialogue concerning their
education enables them to establish important connections between educa-
tion and their lives outside of school and thus to develop their interests,
while sharing their diverse experiences with others.

In stressing the centrality of attention to emotional processes in the
rethinking of the transfer of knowledge,56 Shor draws on a recent move-
ment in psychology and education that recognizes the need to consider the
emotional dimensions of learning and intelligence.A7 Shor proposes that
"an empowering educator seeks a positive relationship between feeling and
thought. He or she begins this search by offering a participatory curricu-
lum.' ' s8 His focus on dialogue and its emotive components breaks with
traditional learning. In the participatory classroom, the teacher offers
questions, comments, structure, and academic knowledge in order to pro-
vide students with opportunities to develop their thoughts, agendas and
abilities.

Shor breaks even more from traditional thinking when he concludes
that the participatory model essentially aims to desocialize students. That
is, he proposes that students must be taught to question the social behav-
iors and experiences that constitute the myths, values, and relations of the
dominant culture. That desocialization must occur both in school and in
daily life.59 Desocialization is a means of combating the student passivity
that routine teacher-talk often elicits, and which interferes with critical
thought.' He also calls for desocialization from mass culture, that is, from
regressive values like racism, sexism, homophobia, self-reliant individual-
ism, excessive consumerism, authority-dependence, militarism, and class
prejudice.61 Desocialization enables students to reach critical conscious-
ness, question the status quo, examine values that stifle democratic change,
and view themselves as connected to larger processes of social transforma-
tion.62 Once the students have been desocialized, they can then participate
in an educational experience that will re-socialize them as part of a process

56. Id. at 23-30.
57. Id. Shor's work builds on, without citing to, theories of multiple intelligences. See,

eg., HowARD GARDNER, FRAMiEs oF MIND: THE THEORY OF MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 3-
4,8-10,388-92 (2d ed. 1985) (developing theories concerning emotional dimensions of learn-
ing and intelligence by exploring the concept of "multiple intelligences," and emphasizing
the need to respond to each individual's way of learning and their distinctive combinations
of abilities); DANIEL GoLEwiA, EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE (1995) (elucidating the idea of
emotional intelligence, which expands the definition of intelligence by placing emotions at
the center of one's ability to handle life situations, as necessary and valuable tools in the
educational process).

58. Id. at 24.
59. See id. at 114 (explaining desocialization in daily life as critically examining and

questioning "learned behavior, received values, familiar language, habitual perceptions, ex-
isting knowledge and power relations and traditional discourse," all of which shape one's
daily interactions).

60. Id. at 118-123.
61. Id. at 114.
62. Id- at 126-130.
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that also re-makes society. Shor's proposes an activist approach to school-
ing, an approach that treats students as already participating in democratic
society.

Giving control to youth undoubtedly raises several concerns, not the
least of which is that youth are not capable of controlling their own educa-
tion. Two responses address that concern. The first response stresses
teachers' continued control of the classroom. The second response appeals
to the advantages of granting youth greater control and a participatory role
in education. The participatory model fosters students' sense of social re-
sponsibility, a fundamental concern of a democratic society.

Commentators who adopt a dialogic teaching model view teachers as
providing overall structure and resources that allow students to engage cul-
tural diversity and historically divergent perspectives. Teachers are part of
educational experiences that allow youth to become more self-reflective
and grow into responsible adulthood. As Shor puts it,

The pedagogy described in this book is student-centered but is not
permissive or self-centered. Empowerment here does not mean
students can do whatever they like in a classroom. Neither can the
teacher do whatever she or he likes. The learning process is nego-
tiated, requiring leadership by the teacher and mutual teacher-
student authority.63

The teacher, then, leads and directs the curriculum. Education that
proceeds in a democratic fashion simply orients its subjects to the student's
own culture and lives.64 Shor notes that educational theorists indicate not
only that youth are able to control their educations, but that that control
helps them develop the skills they need in order to participate in a demo-
cratic society.65

Although Shor links empowered education to empowered democratic
life,6 6 his text neglects processes that increase social consciousness and fos-
ter moral development. Sheldon Berman's recent work illustrates how
children can engage and must be engaged in determining educational out-
comes.67 To foster the process, Berman proposes a framework of "social
responsibility" that centers on the development of the student's relation-
ship with the political and social world and her personal investment in the
well-being of others.68 Berman's work integrates research from many edu-
cators, political scientists, and psychologists who have studied the role
schools play in the development of young people's ethical thinking, polit-
ical understandings, and social behavior. His work addresses not only how

63. Id. at 15-16.
64. Id. at 16-17
65. Id. at 15-17.
66. Id. at 18.
67. BERMAN, CHILDREN'S SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS, supra note 48.
68. Id. at 9.
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young people develop a sense of responsibility, but also what classroom
and school practices effectively support that development.

Berman stresses youth's sense of social responsibility and rejects the
conception of children as egocentric, morally immature, and uninterested
in social and political worlds. Adolescents and young children try to make
moral and cognitive sense of the social and political world and of their
place in it.6 9 Most notably, social and political inequalities that relate to
gender, race and class affect children's abilities to enter into and feel a part
of the social and political world. Youth develop theories of the how socie-
ties work, and they negotiate their own relationships to society. Berman
reveals how youth, "in essence, feel their way into the world.... Social
consciousness and social responsibility are not behaviors that we need to
instill in young people but rather they are behaviors that we need to recog-
nize emerging in them."70 The key link between social consciousness and
actual behavior derives from the individual's negotiation of meaning, place
and commitment.7 Rather than focusing on the child's sense of self,
Berman emphasizes the child's concern wvith the nature of her relationship
to others, and with the social and political world.

Berman appropriately points out that educational structures could bet-
ter respond to dialogic needs.72 His scholarship reveals that participatory
and open processes foster development by enabling youth to learn others'
perspectives and to reflect on their own attitudes and beliefs. Educational
processes are deeply relational in nature, focusing on dialogue with those
with whom one is in disagreement and on establishing balanced, healthy
relationships with others. 3 The explicit and implicit political structure of
the school constitutes a social system that can be changed to better meet
the needs of youth, but the means already exist for the creation of environ-
ments in which students can learn about the social and political worlds and
which also nurture students' sense of social responsibility.74

Research on social action and responsibility reinforce Howe's and
Shor's central propositions. Interest in participation and actual activism
are stimulated by interaction with others. An approach to education built
around encouraging student participation in shaping their own educational
experiences requires us to rethink other aspects of the curriculum. Educa-
tors must model social action, moral commitment and political involve-
ment. This approach "means lifting the veil we place between young

69. 1& at 38.
70. Id. at 39.
71. See generally, id at 85-101 (discussing more specifically the processes that foster

social responsibility).
72. Schools must foster skills that help students resolve differences wvithout resorting to

violence. Students must learn to appreciate diverse cultures and the perspectives they offer.
Id. at 94.

73. Id. at 9, 189-203.
74. See generally, id. at 108-153 (discussing the open classroom and means for encour-

aging student participation in decision-making and democratic governance).
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people and the social and political world around them and allowing them
to confront injustices and to help those in need."' 7" Rather than distancing
youth from society, education must strengthen the interaction between
youth and society.

IV.
ADOLESCENTS, SCHOOLING AND THE LAW

An appropriate starting point for an investigation into the nature of
youths' educational rights is the United States Constitution. Beyond the
minimum protections provided by the Constitution, policy makers may ig-
nore or expand youths' rights. The Constitution does protect adolescents'
right to education in certain circumstances, and the nature of that right
suggests that the exclusion of youth from participatory efforts must be
taken more seriously. We now examine educational rights and the extent
to which youth are subjects of educational rights, rather than mere objects
of those rights.

Although the Supreme Court came close in Brown v. Board of Educa-
tion76 to recognizing a fundamental right to education,77 and to recognizing
students' right to take an active role in shaping their own educations in
Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District,78 both pos-
sibilities have since been explicitly rejected. Either because our federal
judges have concluded that they ought to defer to the decisions of local
administrators or because federal judges tend to be rather conservative in
their views on education, the courts have not adopted the progressive views
on education reform articulated in the books under review. 79 In Hazel-
wood School District v. Kuhlmeier, the Court held that local school admin-
istrators can regulate speech that relates to the curriculum. Indeed, the
Kuhimeier Court held that their interest in controlling both the form and
the substance of certain aspects of education justifies school control over
the content of student publications.8"

75. Id. at 79.
76. 347 U.S. 483, 493 (1954) (noting that education is perhaps the most important func-

tion of state and local governments and recognizing that educational opportunities, once
offered, must be available to all on equal terms).

77. Brown, 347 U.S. at 493.
78. 393 U.S. 503, 511 (1969) (recognizing that students possess fundamental rights that

the State must respect, and criticizing views of education that imagine students as "closed-
circuit recipients" of information the State chooses to communicate to them).

79. Education rights were not central to the cases discussed here, so the courts do not
take explicit positions on educational reform in these cases. However, in arriving at the
conclusions necessary to support the holdings of these cases, courts have made certain as-
sumptions about education which do not lend support to the views on educational reform
developed in this review.

80. 484 U.S. 260, 273 (1988) (holding that educators do not violate students' First
Amendment rights by exercising editorial control over the style and content of student
speech in school-sponsored activities, so long as the educators' actions are reasonably re-
lated to legitimate pedagogical concerns).
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In 1973, a 5-4 majority of the Supreme Court refused to accord to the
right to education the status of a fundamental constitutional right.81 The
Supreme Court nevertheless views the state's interest in the education of
its minors as one of its most important concerns. In Brown, for example,
the Court noted that

education is perhaps the most important function of state and lo-
cal governments.... [I]t is a principal instrument in awakening
the child to cultural values, in preparing him for later professional
training, and in helping him adjust normally to his environ-
ment .... [I]t is doubtful that any child may reasonably be ex-
pected to succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an
education.'
Although states' efforts to require education of all resident youth re-

main controversial, in most circumstances, states both require that all chil-
dren receive a basic education and set up standards establishing
educational criteria that all schools must meet.83

The Court has occasionally protected students' educational rights by
means of protecting their rights to engage in free speech and the free exer-
cise of religion. This jurisprudence has prevented schools from mandating
certain kinds of behavior. Unfortunately, courts have not taken the next
logical step of promoting student input into the content and form of
schooling.

Numerous cases have asked the Court to balance youths' individual
interests against those of their family members, and those of the local com-
munity and society in general. The balancing of these interests resulted in
three important lines of cases, deriving from West Virginia State Board of

81. San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973). In reaching this
conclusion, the Court held that no explicit or implicit protection for a right to education
could be found in the Constitution. Id. at 35. But see, Thomas J. Walsh, Education as a
Fundamental Right Under the United States Constitution, 29 WiLA.%mtrrm L. REv. 279, 296
(1993) (employing a "rights-combination" argument, involving education and due process,
to advance the claim that education is necessary to enable Americans to effectuate their
various rights under the Constitution).

82. Brown, 347 U.S. at 493.
83. There are important exceptions to this general rule. See, e.g., Wisconsin v. Yoder,

406 U.S. 205 (1972) (holding that the State of Wisconsin's interest in mandating compulsory
school attendance for children below the age of sixteen did not override the free exercise
interest of Amish parents convicted of violating the compulsory attendance law). See also,
Kadrmas v. Dickinson Pub. Sch., 487 U.S. 450, 458-65 (1988) (upholding a North Dakota
statute permitting some of the state's school districts to charge a user fee for bus transporta-
tion to school). While the statute challenged in Kadrmas cannot be read to suggest that
school attendance in North Dakota is non-compulsory, it creates an obstacle to education
for residents who can neither afford the bus service nor provide an alternative method of
transportation to school.
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Education v. Barnette,'4 Tinker, and Board of Education v. Pico85 respec-
tively. Each line of cases reinforces the principle that adolescents' right to
schooling mandates efforts to protect them from exclusion.

The Court has used powerful language in support of youths' individual
rights. The language appears most forcefully in cases that involve the right
to engage in speech and to receive protection from government-compelled
speech. In Barnette, students protested on religious grounds a voluntary-
flag saluting ceremony. The Court found the flag salute requirement an
unconstitutional exercise of governmental authority and stated "that no of-
ficial, high or petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nation-
alism, religion, or other matters of opinion or force citizens to confess by
word or act their faith therein."86 A generation later, in Tinker, the Court
upheld students' free speech rights to wear black armbands in protest of
the Vietnam War.87 Here, in its most expansive proclamation of students'
rights, the Court stressed that students do not "shed their constitutional
rights.., at the schoolhouse gate."88 The Court found that student expres-
sion may not be confined to "officially approved" sentiments and, signifi-
cantly in this context, that personal communication among the students "is
also an important part of the educational process." 9

But the Court has since retreated from this position favoring a par-
ticipatory approach to education. The Court weighs the interests of the
state and the desires of parents far more heavily than those of the youth.
Parents have long held the right to exercise control over their children's
education, subject to some state regulation.9" In Wisconsin v. Yoder, the
Court granted Amish parents the right to pull their children out of high
school two years earlier than ordinarily allowed under state law, even

84. 319 U.S. 624 (1943).
85. 457 U.S. 853 (1982).
86. Barnette, 319 U.S. at 642.
87. Tinker, 393 U.S. at 503.
88. Id. at 506.
89. Id. at 511-512.
90. In Pierce v. Soc'y of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925), a lower court had struck down a

state law that had declared it a misdemeanor for a parent or guardian to send a child be-
tween the ages of eight and sixteen to school other than the public school in the district
where the child resided. The Supreme Court affirmed, recognizing the right hinted at in
Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923), giving parents the power to direct their children's
education. The Soc'y of Sisters Court went on to state that "the child is not the mere crea-
ture of the State; those who nurture him and direct his destiny have the right, coupled with a
high duty, to recognize and prepare him for future obligations." 268 U.S. at 535. Impor-
tantly, and often ignored, the Court recognized the state's interest in regulating education
and its inculcative functions. The Court acknowledged the "power of the State reasonably
to regulate all schools" and to require that "certain studies plainly essential to good citizen-
ship must be taught, and that nothing be taught which is manifestly inimical to the public
welfare." Id. at 534. Meyer actually involved the right of teachers to pursue their profession,
but Meyer has been taken to establish parents' rights to "establish a home and bring up
children" as they like. 262 U.S. at 399. The Court also indicated that the state had inter-
fered with the power of parents to control the education of their children. Id. at 401.
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against the child's wishes. According to the Court, the "primary role of
parents in the upbringing of their children is now established beyond de-
bate as an enduring American tradition." 91 Yoder suggests that the parental
right to control children's educations is well entrenched and that parental
interest continues to guide educational policymaking.

However, the parental interest is balanced by recent cases recognizing
the power of school officials to shape educational policy. Pico upheld the
"right to receive information and ideas"2 in the context of school librar-
ies93 but made clear that school boards have the discretion to remove
books based on educationally relevant criteria. 94 The Court stressed that
public schools are "vitally important 'in the preparation of individuals for
participation as citizens,' and as vehicles for 'inculcating fundamental val-
ues necessary to the maintenance of a democratic political system." 95 The
Court acknowledged school boards' broad control over curricular matters,
pointing out that the school board "might well defend [its] claim of abso-
lute discretion in matters of curriculum by reliance upon [its] duty to incul-
cate community values." 96The Court has reinforced its support for the
authority of school boards in school governance in a number of other
cases.97 In these cases, the Court has allowed schools to regulate speech
deemed threatening to others, disruptive, contrary to "the shared values of
a civilized social order,"98 or which contravened the mission of schools to
inculcate "fundamental values necessary to the maintenance of a demo-
cratic political system." 99 Included in these values is tolerance of diverse
and unpopular political and religious views, but that tolerance must be bal-
anced against the interests of society in teaching the bounds of "socially

91. Yoder, 406 U.S. at 232.
92. Pico, 457 U.S. at 867 (quoting Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 564 (1969)).
93. Pico, 457 U.S. at 868-869.
94. Id. at 871. The school board's motivation is determinative in assessing whether it

acted based on educationally relevant criteria. The school board must act in a content-
neutral manner. Id. The Court concluded that issues of fact concerning whether the school
board's decision to remove books that it claimed were "anti-American, anti-Christian, anti-
Semitic, and just plain filthy" (id. at 857) violated the constitution precluded summary judg-
ment for the school board. Id. at 875.

95. Id. at 864 (quoting Ambach v. Norwick, 441 U.S. 68, 76-77 (1979).
96. Pico, 457 U.S. at 869 (emphasis in original). However, the Court concluded that

while absolute discretion may be appropriate in the context of the "compulsory environ-
ment of the classroom," it is misplaced in the context of the school library. Id.

97. In Bethel Sch. Dist. v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 675 (1986), the Court held that the school
board did not violate a seventeen-year-old's free speech rights when it disciplined him for
delivering an obscene speech at a voluntary assembly held during school hours. The Court
noted its earlier decision that students' constitutional rights in public school settings are not
coextensive with the rights of adults in other settings. Id. at 682 (citing New Jersey v.
T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325,340-42 (1985)). In Kuhineier, the allowed educators to exercise edito-
rial control over the style and content of a student newspaper, so long as the educators'
actions were reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns. 484 U.S. at 273; see also
supra note 80.

98. Fraser, 478 U.S. at 683.
99. Id at 681 (quoting Ambach, 441 U.S. at 76-77).
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appropriate behavior."'100 The Court has thus not really pursued the posi-
tion it expressed in Tinker, that students do not shed their constitutional
rights at the schoolhouse gate.' 0' The Court has instead stressed school
boards' power to introduce reasonable time, manner and place restrictions
on student speech.

The above decisions emphasize the inculcative nature of schooling for
a given purpose and indicate that public schools not only may but should
influence their students to adopt particular beliefs and values. As such,
these cases are in tension with Justice Jackson's declaration that no official
"can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or
other matters of opinion."' 2 The current approach looks to socialization
as a mechanism both for preserving community interests and preferences
and for preparing students for citizenship in the larger society.10 3 Schools
must do more than simply transmit knowledge; schools must educate, using
methods that will ensure the inculcation of democratic values.

Greater inclusion of adolescents' own concerns is plausible in the cur-
rent legal world of youths' educational rights, simply because schools have
the obligation to prepare youth for citizenship. As a result of this obliga-
tion, states have considerable power to regulate both private and public
education. State and federal courts consistently uphold state laws regulat-
ing state approval of private school teachers, instruction in core subjects,
and reporting of attendance information.1 4 States may condition govern-
ment financial assistance to private schools on their compliance with re-
quirements that the states might not otherwise be constitutionally
permitted to impose. When the regulation connects to an important state
interest relating to the children in these schools, the Supreme Court repeat-
edly has stressed that parents have no constitutional right to provide their
children with a private school education unfettered by reasonable govern-
ment regulation. 0 5

100. Fraser, 478 U.S. at 681.
101. Tinker, 393 U.S. at 506.
102. Barnette, 319 U.S. at 642.
103. The Supreme Court repeatedly has acknowledged the special role of the public

schools in preparing youth for citizenship and full participation in a democratic society. See
Ambach, 441 U.S. at 76-77, and cases cited therein. See also Brown, 347 U.S. at 493 (noting
that school is a "principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing
him for later professional training, and in helping him to adjust normally to his
environment").

104. See Fellowship Baptist Church v. Benton, 815 F.2d 485 (8th Cir. 1987) (holding
that reporting and teacher certification requirements served a state interest and did not
infringe on the free exercise of religion or violate freedom of association). See also New
Life Baptist Church Academy v. Town of E. Longmeadow, 885 F.2d 940 (1st Cir. 1989)
(holding that town school committee could enforce state law requiring approval of secular
education offered by a private religious school without violating the free exercise clause or
establishment clauses); Johnson v. Charles City Community Sch. Bd. of Ed., 368 N.W.2d 74
(Iowa, 1985) (refusing to expand the "Amish exception" to compulsory school attendance).

105. See Pierce, 268 U.S. at 534 (stating as beyond question the power of the states
reasonably to regulate all schools, to monitor teachers and the quality of education, and to
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If the states can demonstrate the importance of its regulations for chil-
dren's well-being, the Court has asserted that the state not only has the
power but the "high responsibility.., to impose reasonable regulations for
the control and duration of basic education."'1 06 The law thus sets up a
hierarchy according to which state interests prevail over parental interests
so long as the state does not trench upon free speech or free exercise rights.
The law considers it the state's responsibility to act in the interests of
students.

V.
CONCLUSION

The Court has long held that students "do not shed their constitutional
rights... at the schoolhouse gate."10 7 Yet, recent efforts to understand the
place of schooling in democracy generally leave adolescents' concerns and
peculiar needs outside the schoolhouse. Commentators on educational law
and policy also largely exclude the voices of adolescents. They do so even
when they suggest a need to rethink both how to increase educational op-
portunity and how to adapt the goals of education to better reflect rapid
changes in the composition of society. This essay suggested that reform
proposals, especially those that focus on democratic, participatory efforts,
demand youths' more active participation in shaping their own education.
That theoretical demand finds considerable support from empirical re-
search. Although that support is welcomed, it is important to keep in mind
that participatory efforts make more than empirical and theoretical sense:
the very notion of democracy demands them.

ensure that nothing be taught that is "manifestly inimical to the public welfare); Runyon v.
McCrary, 427 U.S. 160, 175-177 (1976) (acknowledging that parents have a First Amend-
ment right to send their children to schools that promote the belief that racial segregation is
desirable, but refusing to acknowledge a right to exclude racial minorities from such institu-
tions ).

106. Yoder, 406 U.S. at 213.
107. Tmker, 393 U.S. at 506.
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